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ancient greek astronomy wikipedia - greek astronomy is astronomy written in the greek language in classical antiquity
greek astronomy is understood to include the ancient greek hellenistic greco roman and late antiquity eras it is not limited
geographically to greece or to ethnic greeks as the greek language had become the language of scholarship throughout the
hellenistic world following the conquests of alexander, greek astronomy mactutor history of mathematics - today the
study of astronomy requires a deep understanding of mathematics and physics it is important to realise that greek
astronomy we are interested in the topic during the 1000 years between 700 bc and 300 ad did not involve physics, the
alleged babylonian aspect doctrine - in a discussion on babylonian matehmatics nemet nejat states the babylonians
displayed a considerable knowledge of geometric shapes and geometric formulas they even used the pythagorean theorem
more than a thousand years before pythagoras and applied principles of similarity, astronomy the techniques of
astronomy britannica com - astronomy the techniques of astronomy astronomical observations involve a sequence of
stages each of which may impose constraints on the type of information attainable radiant energy is collected with
telescopes and brought to a focus on a detector which is calibrated so that its sensitivity and spectral response are known
accurate pointing and timing are required to permit the
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